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One of the topics I haven’t revisited on this blog for some time is the ongoing joy of
being a middle-aged runner. The running has become a joy, because it’s that little
uninterrupted portion of my life when I’m not faced with any problem beyond putting
one foot in front of the other. That, and avoiding oncoming traffic. At least I’ve got the
foot/other foot part down. Cars…not so much. That’s okay. When I’m feeling healthy
and the adrenaline is kicking me through intersections, life is good. How does the
old John Mayer line go?  “I am invincible as long as I’m alive.”

I’ve run right through the other side of the calendar. Well, not exactly. In my number addled, not-
really-an-accountant’s brain, I honestly thought a runner could go purchase some quality kicks and
then go clomping through snowbanks. Again…not so much. Therein my first injury occurred. The
thought always in the forefront of my mind was that the left knee would be the first to go. The old
patella that was ruined by a mattress rivet long ago was sure to be the first casualty of serious
mileage. So, I’ve always been nice to it. ‘Bought the knee dinner, put  secret, ancient balm on it
(which turned out to be mustard from the Asian buffet restaurant where I took it), spoke kindly of it to
all of my friends. When I got smacked by cars that refused stop, I made sure to hip check so lefty
wouldn’t slip out of his socket. The January surprise came when lefty remained intact and sturdy
while my right Achilles tendon gave up and sent daggers from heel to calf. No amount of Chinese
mustard was going to make this mean little biter heal any faster, so it was that I sat out the end of
January. The truth hurts.

Going back to put in the first few miles, I found the heaven runners go to in the worst of the weather.
Since I pay municipal taxes in a regular fashion, the city says I can run on the local high school track
for free. Well, they say I may walk on it, but turn a blind eye to those of us who choose to really
motivate around the track. The conditions are idyllic, save for the lack of sun and wind. The surface
is dry and just soft enough to rehab on. The only drawback, besides the fact that we’re allowed two
hours and change on open nights, is the presence of all of the six-foot human shaped pods who
share the track each evening. I’m not used to people. Oh, sure, I nod and smile at them on the street
when they make contact. These particular humans made me laugh. They were out to walk and
wouldn’t put up with any flapping around the track from half-wounded running types. I tried to make
myself really small in order to cruise past their walking lanes. At times this meant running sideways.
Needless to say, old anti-social Mel hit the streets again last week.

I joke about the auto casualty issue, but safety is serious business. I even purchased one of those
impossibly ugly reflective vests. What a nice feeling it is to have kids identify you to their parents as
Mr. Safety (“Look Mommy, a crossing guard!”).  Since most of my running gear is black (“Hello. I’m
Johnny Cash) and Michigan is mostly dark except for a brief few hours at the end of June, the
reflective vest is necessary. I’m glad to be back on the road. Not that it will take me anywhere, but
maybe that’s the point. There’s wind and weather and distinct lack of desk. That’s all I ask.
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